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ABSTRACT: Heterogeneous ice nucleation at the water−sapphire interface is studied
using sum-frequency generation spectroscopy. We follow the response of the O−H
stretch mode of interfacial water during ice nucleation as a function of time and
temperature. The ice and liquid states each exhibit very distinct, largely temperature-
independent responses. However, at the moment of freezing, a transient response with a
significantly different intensity is observed, with a lifetime between several seconds and
several minutes. The presence of this transient signal has previously been attributed to a
transient phase of ice. Here, we demonstrate that the transient signal can be explained
without invoking a transient ice phase, as the transient signal can simply be accounted for
by a linear combination of time-dependent liquid and ice responses.

■ INTRODUCTION
The liquid−ice phase transition of water plays a major role in
many processes on our globe. Important examples include
glacier melting on earth and heterogeneous ice nucleation on
atmospheric aerosols which have been linked to the formation,
microphysics, and optical properties of clouds. Understanding
the details of this phase transformation is essential for a
manifold of not only atmospheric but also environmental and
food science-related disciplines.
The transformation of water to ice is generally triggered by

nucleation at the surface of particles, and as such, under-
standing the liquid−solid transformation of water in contact
with the surface of relevant materials is of great interest to
several disciplines. Owing to its surface specificity and its
sensitivity to the molecular organization of water molecules at
buried interfaces, sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectros-
copy has recently been intensely used to study water freezing at
solid surfaces.1−5 In SFG spectroscopy,6,7 infrared (IR) and
visible (VIS) laser beams are overlapped at the interface, and
the sum-frequency of the two incident beams can be generated.
As this is a second-order nonlinear optical method, the signal is
forbidden in centrosymmetric media like bulk water and
proton-disordered hexagonal ice, the most common form of ice
in the biosphere under standard atmospheric conditions.
However, at the interface, the symmetry is broken, making the
interface SFG-active. If, moreover, the IR beam is in resonance
with a molecular vibration, the signal is enhanced. In this way,
the vibrational spectrum of the interfacial water molecules
could be obtained during heterogeneous ice nucleation. The
technique relies on the OH stretch vibration of water changing
substantially upon crystallization of water.

With this method, Anim-Danso et al. have reported a
transient signal upon water freezing next to a mica surface4 and
at the sapphire surface at high pH (=9.8)1 during their
investigations of water freezing next to solid surfaces in the pH
range from 3.3 to 9.8. They attributed the transient signal to
events taking place near the surface during the ice formation
and ice melting. More recently, Lovering et al.3 reported a
transient SFG signal during ice nucleation of neutral water at
silica surfaces. The transient signal was attributed to the
existence of a transient phase of stacking-disordered ice during
the freezing process at water−mineral interfaces. The stacking-
disordered ice at the water−silica interface was reported at a
temperature ∼20 °C higher than the temperature at which it is
observed in bulk ice.3 It was therefore concluded in ref 3 that
the mineral surface might play a role in promoting and
stabilizing the formation of stacking-disordered ice at the
interface. Both SFG studies showed a transient increase in the
signal, albeit with different temporal characteristics (several
minutes for a neutral water−silica interface3 and a few tens of
seconds for a pH 9.8 solution−sapphire interface1). Such a
transient signal with a lifetime around 1 min has also been
observed in a recent study on immersion freezing next to a
mica surface using second harmonic generation spectroscopy.8

Here, we report similar transient signals in a SFG study of
water freezing in contact with a sapphire α-Al2O3(0001)
surface for solutions with different pH values and thus different
surface charges of the substrate. In agreement with the
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literature,1,3,8 we confirm the existence of a transient signal at
pH 7 and pH 9 and extend the study to low pH. However, the
freezing temperatures we observed in our work are
substantially lower compared to those observed by Anim-
Danso et al. and Lovering et al.,1,3 which indicates that
nucleation was not occurring at the solid−liquid interface in
those previous studies. Here, we ensure that we study
specifically heterogeneous freezing at the sapphire−water
interface by isolating a water drop using silicon oil.5 By fitting
the data, we show that the transient in the SFG signal intensity
observed at specific frequencies during the freezing process can
be explained without including a transient ice species: a model
of two states, that is, liquid and solid, is sufficient to explain the
observation.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A detailed description of the experimental setup to perform
SFG experiments while freezing a droplet can be found in
Abdelmonem et al.5 In brief, a custom-designed sample cell
was used to probe the water− and ice−sapphire interface at
different temperatures and pH values. A roughly 15 μL water
drop was placed on the surface and isolated using silicon oil to
avoid early freezing at different interfaces and to prevent partial
evaporation of the water. Femtosecond IR and spectrally
narrowed VIS pulses are mixed at a sapphire prism−water (or
prism−ice) interface in a copropagating, total internal
reflection geometry from the prism side to generate the SFG
light. The reflected SFG light is spectrally dispersed by a
monochromator and detected by an electron-multiplied
charge-coupled device (Andor Technologies). The sapphire
prism sample is placed in a copper adaptor which is fixed on a
silver block, constituting the cooling/heating element of a
Linkam cold-stage. A detailed description and drawing of the
assembly of the measuring Teflon cell can be found in ref 8.
The sample is cooled down stepwise at a rate of 1 °C per
minute and a step size of 1 °C. At each integer of degree, the

temperature is held constant for 1.5 min, and then, a spectrum
is collected. The acquisition time per spectrum is 30 s. The
freezing point is defined as the point when a visual inspection
using a camera reveals that the droplet is frozen. The different
experiments were repeated 3−5 times.
The spectra presented here are corrected for the frequency-

dependent IR Fresnel factor, calculated following ref 9.
Unfortunately, the complex refractive indices, which are
required to evaluate the IR Fresnel coefficients, of ice and
liquid water have been reported in the literature only for
specific temperatures. We use the IR refractive indices of liquid
water at −20 °C,10 which is close to the transition temperature
in our SFG experiments. For ice, we use the values reported by
the same author at −38 °C,10 which is the closest temperature
to the transition points in our experiments. The refractive
index of sapphire is calculated from the Sellmeier equation.11

The spectra reported here were taken under SSP polarization
combination (S-polarized SFG and VIS; P-polarized IR). After
Fresnel correction, the spectra are directly proportional to the
surface nonlinear susceptibility tensor for SSP polarization

χ| |yyz
(2) (2). To separate contributions from different resonant

features in SFG, the χ| |yyz
(2) (2) spectra were fit with a sum of a

nonresonant contribution, with amplitude A0 and phase φ, and
a sum of Lorentzian peaks representing the resonant
contributions
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where Aq, ωq, and 2Γq are the amplitude, frequency, and full
width half-maximum linewidth of the qth vibrational
resonance, respectively. More details about the data analysis

Figure 1. Measured SFG spectra of α-Al2O3 (0001)/water interfaces collected in SSP polarization during the cooling cycles of (a) pH 3HNO3,
(b) pH 7, (c) pH 9NaOH, and (d) pH 9NH4OH. The spectra shown here are Fresnel-corrected and present only those at room temperature
(solid red lines), at freezing points (solid blue lines), and around the phase transition (nonsolid lines, red for liquid and blue for ice). The signs of
the resonances are indicated by a circle with + or − sign and are taken from phase-resolved SFG experiments of ref 17. Non-Fresnel corrected SFG
spectra are shown in Figure S1.
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and Fresnel factor corrections can be found in the Supporting
Information of Abdelmonem et al.5 Several examples of the
fitting results around the freezing point (time zero) are shown
in Figure S2 to demonstrate the fit quality.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a selection of Fresnel factor-corrected SFG
intensity spectra for SSP polarization combination for the
liquid and ice phase measured for the pH 3 (HNO3), pH 7, pH
9 (NaOH), and pH 9 (NH4OH) solutions in contact with the
sapphire (0001) surface. The non-Fresnel-corrected spectra are
plotted in Figure S1. Given that the point of zero charge of the
sapphire (0001) surface is between pH = 5.3 and 7.3,12−17 the
chosen range of pHs allows to investigate freezing at positive
(low pH), near-neutral (neutral pH), and negative (high pH)
surface charge. Upon decreasing the temperature from room
temperature to the freezing point, the SFG spectra are more or
less constant. The freezing process begins at ∼−26.7, −23.3,
−19.1, and −23.9 °C for pH 3 (HNO3), pH 7, pH 9 (NaOH),
and pH 9 (NH4OH), respectively, in this particular set of
experiments. Because ice nucleation is a stochastic process, the
“real” onset temperature for freezing has to be determined with
droplet freezing assay measurements. The results for the
systems mentioned above have been reported in Abdelmonem
et al.5 The freezing temperatures we obtained in our work are
substantially lower than those reported in refs.1,3,18 This can be
attributed to the methodology used here: the isolation of the
probed water drop with oil prevents ice nucleation at locations
other than the water−sapphire interface.
Figure 1a−d shows spectra at room temperature (solid red

lines) and around the liquid−ice transition (dashed red for
liquid and blue lines for ice) for pH 3, pH 7, pH 9 (NaOH),
and pH 9 (NH4OH), respectively. For all samples, the liquid
water signal underwent a gradual change at the surface from
room temperature to right above the freezing point and to then
change dramatically upon freezing. At low pH, a substantial
decrease in the signal upon freezing is followed by a further

slower decrease. For pH 7 and 9, the signal around 3200 cm−1

increases substantially upon crystallization, especially for pH 9
(NH4OH). The observation for the pH 9 (NH4OH) solution
is in good agreement with ref 4.
To illustrate the dynamics of the freezing process, we plot in

Figure 2 the SFG intensity at a fixed wavenumber, 3200 cm−1,
for the four pH solutions, as a function of time as done by
Anim-Danso et al.1 and Lovering et al.3 As is clear from Figure
2, the intensity at 3200 cm−1 is more or less constant upon
cooling until freezing. The freezing point can be clearly
recognized by the sudden change (increase or decrease) in the
SFG intensity around time zero. After freezing, the intensity is
also constant upon further cooling down. For pH 3, the SFG
intensity at 3200 cm−1 is lower after the freezing event,
whereas for the other cases, the signal for the ice state is higher
than that for the liquid state. Moreover, around the phase
transition from liquid to solid, the spectral intensity at 3200
cm−1 is transiently higher for pH 9 (NaOH) and pH 7. For pH
9 (NH4OH), we observe that the spectral intensity at 3200
cm−1 is growing in the first minutes after freezing before it
reaches a stable value. This means that we observe a transient
lower signal than that observed for the ice state. The different
behavior for NaOH and NH4OH both in the spectral shape in
Figure 1 and the transient behavior in Figure 2 are likely due to
contributions from NH vibrational modes and/or ion-specific
effects. The results are in qualitative agreement with the results
of Lovering et al.3 on the neutral surface and Anim-Danso et
al.1 on the negatively charged surface, respectively, although
the transient intensity is significantly lower. The lower intensity
can be attributed to a difference in time resolution: our full
spectra are acquired in 2 min intervals, whereas Lovering et al.
reported only the 3200 cm−1 intensity but with a resolution of
5 s.
As we observe a transient signal for pH 9 with NaOH and

pH 7 in the absence of ions, the presence of ions cannot be the
cause of the transient signal, although it may affect the
dynamics.

Figure 2. Fresnel-corrected measured SFG intensity (black solid circles) and intensity of the fit (black lines with open circles) for the four sets of
spectra of the four pH solutions as a function of time at a fixed wavenumber (3200 cm−1). The blue line shows the change in temperature with time
during the cooling process. The error bars have been evaluated from the standard deviation of five measurements of the signal at 3200 cm−1 at
room temperature for a NH4OH solution.
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To characterize the temperature-dependent spectra quanti-
tatively, we fit all data using a sum of a nonresonant
contribution and three Lorentzian lineshapessee eq 1.
Following ref 5, we fit the spectra using three peaks around
3200, 3400, and 3700 cm−1, which have been assigned to,
respectively, strongly and weakly hydrogen-bonded interfacial
water and surface hydroxyl (Al2OH) groups. For simplicity, the
peaks are labeled 3200, 3400, and 3700 cm−1.17,19−21 A
detailed discussion of these bands can be found in ref 5 and
references therein.
To investigate the temporal changes in the signal, we fit the

spectra at all different temperatures. Although describing the
spectra by three resonances is clearly an approximation [e.g.,
for pH 3 (HNO3), a shoulder on the high-frequency part of the
3700 peak is apparent after freezing], the quality of the fits is
consistently good (see Supporting Information). The center
frequencies and linewidths of the resonances were kept
constant for each phase (liquid and ice) in the fit procedure.
Moreover, the nonresonant amplitude and phase are kept at 4
and 5, respectively, for all samples in both the liquid and ice
phase. Table 1 shows the peak position and linewidth (Γ) of
each band.
Figure 3 shows the area (i.e., Aq from eq 1) of each band as a

function of temperature. Aq represents the integrated area of
the Im[χ(2)] band associated with the vibration, which provides
a measure of the population associated with that band. Figure 3

shows that all band amplitudes are constant for the liquid
phase up to the freezing point, at which point a sudden drop or
increase is observed and to then stabilize again at a different
level for ice. Comparing the time dependence of the 3200 peak
amplitudes with the measured SFG intensities at 3200 cm−1

(Figure 2), we see notably different transient shapes. The
anomalous behavior observed for the SFG intensity shown in
Figure 2, for example, a temporary overshoot of the SFG
intensity especially for pH 9 (NaOH), is not apparent from the
time-dependent amplitudes (Aq) of the modes shown in Figure
3.
It is therefore apparent that the transient signals observed in

Figure 2b,c can be well accounted for by a smooth transition
between two states (water and ice), without the need for
invoking a transient species. The transient intensity signals in
Figure 2 can be accounted for by a subtle interference between
different peak parameters, changing at slightly different rates,
which have a combined effect on the overall intensity (see eq
1). To exclude that the results are depending on the fitting
routine, we performed fit procedures with different constraints.
The results are plotted in Figure S3. In the first additional
fitting routine, the nonresonant amplitude and phase were not
globally constraint but still constant within a certain phase
(liquid−ice) like the frequencies and linewidths of the
resonances. The second additional fit procedure has no
constraints. The different fit routines result in subtle changes

Table 1. Central Frequency (in cm−1) of Each Band for all Solutionsa

peak label peak 1 position/linewidth peak 2 position/linewidth peak 3 position/linewidth

origin strongly hydrogen bonded water weakly hydrogen bonded water surface hydroxyl (Al2OH)

phase

solution liquid ice liquid ice liquid ice

pH 3 (HNO3) 3226/107 3248/75 3411/84 3401/97 3695/65 3677/86
pH 7 3172/132 3166/105 3441/65 3470/47 3705/82 3725/71
pH 9 (NaOH) 3158/110 3207/84 3427/72 3470/54 3715/91 3738/83
pH 9 (NH4OH)

a 3149/121 3171/61 3422/54 3442/36 3699/67 3718/46
aFor pH 9 (NH4OH), the OH bands likely also contain a contribution from the NH deformation and symmetric stretch modes. These are not
considered explicitly because the individual contributions from these modes are not directly apparent from the recorded spectra.

Figure 3. Absolute peak amplitude of individual bands for all solutions.
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but do not affect the conclusions drawn in this manuscript.
Specifically, in our spectral analysis, we also find no evidence
for a transient increase or decrease in the central frequency,
which one would expect if a transient ice phase were formed.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The effect of surface charge on the rearrangement of the
interfacial water molecule at the sapphire (0001) surface after
immersion freezing has been studied on the molecular level
using SFG spectroscopy of supercooled water. The surface
charge was varied between positive, neutral, and negative by
changing the solution pH of an isolated droplet placed on the
surface. All solutions showed distinct transients in the intensity
signal, however, with different trends. A detailed analysis of the
Fresnel-corrected temperature-dependent spectra reveals that a
discrete transition from water to ice is sufficient to explain the
observed transients.
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